Prediction of mandibular incisor and canine crowding changes in the mixed dentition.
To test the hypothesis that preeruptive tooth positions and dental arch parameters might forecast crowding changes, a sample of 47 aboriginal children (26 males, 21 females) was selected stringently on the basis of Class 1 characteristics and an untreated dentition unaffected by caries or attrition. Crowding scores, radiographic relationships of 765E, and dental arch dimensions were evaluated for the mixed dentition (Stage 1, 8.91 +/- 1.05 years) and earliest emergence of the permanent dentition (Stage 2, 12.48 +/- 0.97 years). Changes between the stages were calculated and the sample was divided into two groups, according to an increase (Group 1) or decrease (Group 2) in incisor and canine crowding. Multivariate and multiple regression analyses were used to identify predictors (Stage 1 radiographic and dental arch parameters) of incisor and canine crowding behavior. Dental arch form and tooth size were important factors in measuring the amount of incisor or canine crowding at Stage 1 and Stage 2. Neither the radiographic nor the dental arch predictors proved useful in forecasting crowding changes. Group 2 dental arches tended to be initially narrower, shallower, and more crowded; however, they showed greater molar and canine width expansion and lessened arch depth reduction than Group 1 cases. Many cases showed a reduction in canine crowding from mixed to permanent dentition. This appeared to be largely independent of the observed incisor crowding. Sexual, racial, and individual variations in dentofacial pattern reinforce the need to carefully consider interceptive extraction or space-regaining therapy for each patient because of the unpredictability of crowding behavior during the transition from mixed to permanent dentition.